TURNKEY SERVICES

Our technology center houses 5 presses (80-650 tons) and includes additional space for turnkey services. Customers ship their press to Dynamic for the initial mold run. Turnkey provides the opportunity to prove out new technologies, and provides the opportunity to test the automation between the mold and press. Mold/press integration generally requires the most fine tuning, and completing this at the mold builder’s facility helps improve the lead time to full production. A turnkey press run offers the assurance that all the systems and technologies involved will be fully operational once the customer installs the mold at their facility.

Dynamic Turnkey Solution:
- Project planning from concept to completion
- Unloading and setup of all primary equipment and auxiliary equipment
- Debugging, modifications and optimization of all equipment
- Mold qualification
- Customer training
- Disassembly and rigging for shipment
- On-site startup support

Options
- Shipping costs to and from our plant of all molding and auxiliary equipment
- Molding material(s) for all samplings
- Auxiliary equipment needs to complete project (unless otherwise noted)
- Inspection, molding related or robotic fixtures
- Expenses of customer’s personnel (travel, car, lodging, meals, etc.)
- Expenses of other equipment manufacturers (hot runner, press, robotics, etc.)
- Purchase of molding press and all auxiliary equipment (unless otherwise noted)
- Production runs (short or long) or warehousing of parts

Contact us for more information on Dynamic turnkey services.
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